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Repeated-measures designs
are hard to analyze with existing tools
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untreated 1h IS1 6h IS1 1h IS2 6h IS2
X 3
Many tools return uninteresting proteins
because they cannot address complex designs
Perseus does only t-tests between two groups,
MSStats can account for repeated measures,
but only a few designs are possible
and it suffers from overfitting and outliers
Statistics and proteomics join forces
Lieven Clement: statistics
Kris Gevaert: proteomics
MSqRob
can solve your data-analysis problems
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Approach 1: 
summarization-based approaches
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Approach 2: 
peptide-based models
Peptide
identification
Directly model
peptide-intensities
Results
Peptide-based models work better
than summarization-based approaches
Existing methods suffer from
overfitting, unstable variances and outliers
MSqRob adds 3 improvements
to peptide-based models
Shrinkage estimation
Borrowing information across proteins
Weighing down outliers
MSqRob provides more stable estimates
MSqRob outperforms other methods
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MSqRob handles repeated measures
in a natural way
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Significant upregulation in KO vs. WT,
significant interaction between 6h and start
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You only need MaxQuant’s peptides.txt
and your experimental annotation
Preprocess your data
Inspect the results graphically
Export the results to Excel
Experienced users:
run MSqRob in bash mode
Import results in MSqRob GUI for manual inspection!
Download MSqRob from GitHub
https://github.com/statOmics/MSqRob
Use our tutorial paper!
Goeminne, L.J.E., Gevaert, K. and Clement, L. 
Experimental design and data-analysis in 
label-free quantitative LC/MS proteomics: a 
tutorial with MSqRob. Journal of Proteomics
(minor revision).
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MSqRob can solve your problem
MSqRob
Give MSqRob a try!
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